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ABSTRACT. Avalanche tarns are a parti cul ar morphologica l form ofava
lanche impact and sixteen of these features are described from the Fiordland 
region of New Zealand . Average area of th e tarns is 11 000 m '. Profiles are 
given for eight of the avalanche paths where such tarns occur. All are found 
at the base of very steep avalanche tracks (slopes 38- 59°) , where there are 
no fans, so that there is an abrup t cha nge of slope with th e vall ey fl oor. The 
plunging avalanches which cause the tarns may have a mass of up to 300000 
tonnes and impact pressures of more than 600 kN /m', a lthough no direct 
measurements a re available. 

REsUME. Les lacs d'avalanches. Les lacs (tarns) d'avalanehe sont un type 
morphologiqu e particulier au point d'impacl d'une avalanche, seize de ees 
formes sont decrites dans la region de Fiordland en Nouvelle-Zelande. La 
surface moyenne de ccs lacs est de 11 000 m'. On donnc le profil en long de 
8 des cou loirs d 'avalanchcs DU ils existent. Tous se trouvent cl la base de 
eouloirs en tres forte pente (angles de pente de 38- 59°) depourvus de cone 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the geomorphic activity of snow avalan
ches is extensivel y described (for example Rapp, 1959; 
Luckman, 1977), little attention is given to what are 
here termed avalanche tarns. Good examples of these 
small lakes, whi ch are located at the base of avalan
che tracks, are found in the Fiordland region of New 
Zealand (Fig . 1). The purpose of this paper is to 
describe these features in more detail as they have 
been examined in only a few cases, with those from 
Norway probably being the best known (Corner, 1980 ). 
They also represent an extreme form of avalanche im
pact. Little is known about the dynamics of such 
events, although Perla and others (1978) have measured 
the impact forces of snow fall ing vertically from a 
height of 10 m in small controlled experiments, and 
Schaerer (1962) presents equation s for the impact 
forces of aval anches that jump a nat ural bench to 
land on a snow shed . 

PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS 

Repeated avalanche impact may produce small de
pressions, sometimes filled by water, which have been 
called avalanche scour pits (Davis, 1962), or ava
lanche pits (Serbenko in Peev 1966). They des cribe 
these forms as ranging u[l to 300 m2 in area and 
9 m deep. Liest~l ([1974J) notes circular crater
shaped ridges of debris thrown out of small lakes by 
the expl osi ve effects of aval anche impact. In the same 
way, Davis (1962), when describing an avalanche scour 
pit on the floor of Grouse Meadow in the Ki ngs River 
basin of California, presumed a snow avalanche had 
tumbled down the mountain and shoved soil outward 
and forward to form a rim; then snow melted and left 
behind a depression filled with water. Serbenko noted 
that the pits are ellipsoid in shape and are slightly 
inclined on their outer side towards the valley and 
that this was to be exp lained by the upheaval of the 
soil during avalanche impact. 

Corner (1980) found that most of the avalanche 
impact landforms of northern Norway are located below 
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d 'a llu vion, de sorte qu 'il ya un changement de pcnrc brutal avcc le fo nd 
de la vallee . Les avalanches qui se precipitent en creanl des t'lacs" peuvent 
entrainer des masses jusqu 'a 300000 tonnes et produire des pressions de plus 
de 600 k Im' bien qu 'on ne dispose d'aucune mesure directe. 

Z USA MMENFASSUNG. Lawinen- Bergseen. Lawin en- Bergseen sind cine be
sondere morphologische Form der Lawinenwirkung; 16 dieser Er
scheinungen im Gebi e t von Fiordland , Neuseeland , werden beschri eben. 
Die mittlere Fliiche dieser Seen liegt bei 11 000 m'. Fur 8 der Lawi
nenbah nen, an denen solche Seen auftreten, werden Profile vorgefi.i hrt. Sic 
li egen alle am Ende sehr steiler Lawinenbahnen (Neigungen zwischen 
38- 59°) , wo kei ne Schuttfacher vorhanden sind , so dass sich ein scha rfer 
Gefallswcchscl am Talgrund ergibt. Die abgehend en Lawinen, welche die 
Seen verursachen, diirfien M assen bis 300000 t und Aufpralldruckc von 
mehr als 600 kN pro m ' aufweisen, womr a llerdings keine direktcn Mcs
sungen vorliegen. 
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Fig . 1. The FiordLand region of New ZeaLand and Loca
tion of avaLanche tarns . 
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long avalanche chutes or gullies. He noted thaf three 
morphological varieties occur: (a) avalanche-impact 
tongues, which are debris accumulations on the distal 
banks of streams; (b) avalanche-impact pits, which 
are water-filled depressions; and (c) avalanche
impact pools, which are submerged depressions occurr
ing in large water bodies such as fiords or lakes. 
The avalanche tarns described here are similar to the 
avalanche pits of Corner, and were first noted in the 
Fiordland region by 9nith (1947). 

FIORDLAND AVALANCHE TERRAIN 

The Fiordland region has been deeply glaciated, 
so that avalanches originating in the high ci rques 
and shelf areas plunge down steep, convex slopes to 
the valley floors below (Fig. 2). Precipitation is 
hi gh, averagi ng 6236 mm/year at Mi lford Sound , and 
6747 mm/year at Wilmot Pass (New Zealand Meteoro
logical Se rvice, 1973). These two factors combi ne to 
produce avalanches that occur along the valleys with 
a density of 160/km year (Smith, 1947). 

The avalanche-starting zones of Fiordland have 
characteristics that are similar to those elsewhere. 
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Fitzharris and Owens: AvaLanche tarns 

Of 41 avalanche paths that cross the Milford Road, 
the average area is 0.1 km'- with a range from 0.008 
to 0.861 km'-, and the average slope is approximately 
40°, ranging from 29° to 59°. Almost half originate 
on areas of permanent snow. Most starting zones are 
above 1500 m a.s.l, an elevation which often marks 
the 1 i P of the gl aci al trough, and extend up to 
2500 m a.s.l. (Fitzharris and Owens, 1980). 

In contrast, the tracks appear to differ signifi
cantly from those reported from many other avalanche 
areas, undoubtedly as a result of the strongly over
steepened glacial valley slopes . For example, the 
mean slope of the 41 tracks is ove r 50 0, much steeper 
than that for the San Juan Mountains, U.S.A. (Miller 
and others, 1976), and most tracks are usually steeper 
than starting zones. 

The run-out zones generally consi st of steep fans 
or bedrock areas, but some are flat river beds es
pecially in the larger, more extensively glaciated 
va 11 eys. Vegetation patterns often show the effect s 
of extensive wind blast and of direct snow impact. 
Because of the moderating influence exerted on the 
cl imate by the nearby Tasman Sea, it is unusual for 
the run-out zones to be snow covered, even in winter, 
when the snow-l ine usually fluctuates about an eleva
tion of 1000 m a.s.l. 

8 
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Fig. 2. Profiles of some avaLanche paths with tarns . 

TABLE I. F IORDLAND AVALANCHE TARNS 

NZMS 1 ELevation of ELevation of Aspect of Track sLope No . VaLLey reference tarn starting zone starting zone 
m m m deg 

1 W .Cl i nton S121 823878 330 1680 NE 51 2 W. Cl i nton S121 814890 335 1740 NE 46 
3 N.Clinton S121 831931 460 1525 SW 38 4 N. Cl i nton S121 812497 525 1680 Nl4 53 5 Joes S121 823988 550 1370 SW 48 6 Diamond S121 765031 180 1585 W 44 7 Sta i rcase S121 730973 305 1430 SW 59 8 Prospect* S121 731877 610 1830 S 53 9 Ho 11 yford S122 985972 730 1830 E 47 10 Ho llyford S122 978985 760 1740 NE 45 

11 Joes* S122 858019 150 14 30 NE 48 12 Cl edda u* S122 908044 300 1830 W 57 13 Cleddau Sl13 927109 30 1555 SE 49 14 Cozette* S139 350363 530 1460 SE 47 15 Freeman* S 140 432280 730 1460 W 40 16 W. Cl i nton S121 786934 520 1525 E 54 

* identified from map inspection only 
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AVALANCHE TARNS IN FIORDLAND 

Eleven avalanche tarns were recognized from field 
inspection, either from a helicopter or on the ground, 
with a further five identified from topographic maps 
(Fig. 1. Table O. In total about 10 000 km2 of south
west New Zealand was searched. The tarns tend to be 
centred around the most heavily glaciated part of 
Fiordland, with many easily observed from the Milford 
highway or from the Milford Track. Despite the con
tinuation of glaciated terrain into southern Fiordland, 
they are less common there because the mountains become 
lower, and receive less snow. Likewise, although high 
and glaciated terrain continues to the north and east, 
there are no avalanche tarns because the bedrock geo
logy changes from resistant granites, gabbros, and 
gneisses, which favour steeper slopes, to softer al
pine schists and lower-grade metamorphic rocks. These 
erode more readily and form valleys with less spec
tacular walls. 

The tarns have a variety of shapes. Some are cir
cular, while others are elongated parallel or at right 
angles to the valley. They vary from minor lakes of 
dimension 300 m x 150 m (No. 7), to small ponds 20 m x 
10 m (No. 16). The largest avalanche tarn covers 
50 000 m2 and the small est 200 m2 • Si nce the mean area 
of the tarns listed in Table I is 11 000 m2 (standard 
deviation 16 000), they are much lar~er than the five 
avalanches pits described by Corner (1980), who notes 
that the biggest and morphologically most striking 
pit in north Norway is Rundvatnet, an almost circular 
avalanche tarn about 8000 m2 in area. However, his 
largest avalanche pools are bigger, being c.200-300 m 
across, or up to 70 000 m2 in area. 

The Fiordland avalanche tarns occur on the valley 
floors, so occupy a range of elevations. All are lo
cated close to valley sides at the base of avalanche 

_ _ Avalanche path boundary 

~ Edge of bush 

• Lake 

~~,_~ Walking track 

paths with slopes ranging from 38- 59°. Those shown in 
Figs 2-6 are good examples. 

Vertical profiles of some of the avalanche paths 
were compi 1 ed from those areas mapped at a scal e of 
1 : 14 000 (Fi g. 2), and a contour map of the ava
lanche path and tarn at Hidden Lake, a popular lunch 
place for walkers on the Milford Track, is shown in 
Figure 3. While the slopes of the tracks are steep by 
most standards, and steeper than the 15-40° re
ported for aval anche impact pits by Corner (1980), 
they are not unusual for Fiordland. Likewise, the 
elevations of the starting zones are similar to other 
avalanche paths of the region, ranging from 1370 m 
to 1740 m a. s. 1, and havi ng a wi de vari ety of aspects. 
Thus the reason why a few avalanche paths produce 
avalanche tarns, but most do not, is not immediately 
obvious from their morphological characteristics. 

FORMATION OF AVALANCHE TARNS 

There is good evidence to support the notion that 
the tarns described in Table I are a product of ava-
1 anche impact. They all occu r near the base of steep 
tracks, where there is an abrupt change of slope with 
the valley floor. Patterns of damage' and vegetation 
succession radiate from the base of the avalanche 
tracks. In 1982, tarn No. 2 of Table I, known locally 
as "the swimming pool", was struck by a large ava-
1 anche which destroyed vegetation over an area of 
about 10 000 m2, and by its impact pushed up gravel 
debris as concentric ridges on the valley side of the 
tarn (Fig. 5). These observations are consistent with 
those of impact pits reported from el sewhere by Davis 
(1962), Liest~l ([1974J), and Corner (1980). At the 
nearby Hidden Lake (Figs 3 and 4), similar, but older 
features are found on a larger scale, together with 

200 400m 

Branch} 

Fi g . J. Det aiLed contour map of an avaLanche path and tarn. The photograph of thi s tarn i s shown 
i n Fi g. 4 and da t a gi ven i n No . 1 TabLe I . 
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Fi g . 4. AvaLanche t arn caLLed Hidden Lake which is No. 
of TabLe I. Not e the debri s free bedrock sLope which 
cont inues to the LeveL of t he tarn and t he radiating 
pat t erns of Lesser t arns and vegetation . The Mi Lf ord 
Track is the t ransverse Line beLow Hidden Lake . 

a radiating series of smaller tarns. When combined 
with the concentric patterns of vegetation, the evi
dence is consistent with that caused by ejecta flung 
outwards by the impact of large avalanches (Fig. 4). 
An avalanche fell into Hidden Lake in Se ptember 1983 
and caused such a rapid evacuation of the water that 
the bridge over its outlet stream on the Milford 
Track was washed away. 

Where a cone of avalanche snow frequently occurs, 
as near to tarn No. 3 (Fig. 5), a small rampart of 
debris can develop, as detritus rolls down and coll
ect s at its edge. When the snow melts, a small de
pressi on enclosed by the rampart and the valley wall 
may be created, which could fill with water. However 
th e evidence from this site suggests this is not the 
mechanism for the formation of the tarns, because the 
location of the snow cone and the tarn are not the 
same. 

There are two possible hypotheses as to why tarns 
form beneath only a small fraction of avalanche paths 
in the Fiordland region: (a) the profiles of paths 
with tarns favour the production of airborne ava
lanches whi ch plunge directly to the valley floor 
with suffi cient impact and frequency to excavate a 
depression; (b) while airborne avalanches are common 
in Fiordland (Smith, 1947), they do not usually pro
du ce impact depressions or pits because their force 
is dissipated by oblique impact on fan deposits lying 
against the base of the valley wall. A necessary con
dition for their formation is an abrupt break of 
slope at the valley floor. Those examined in the field 
were characterized by continuation of a debris-free 

Fitzharris and Owens: AvaLanche tarns 

Fig . 5. Photograph showing avaLanche snow and tarn at 
the "Swimming pooL" (No. 2 of TabLe I). Together with 
damage caused by an avaLanche the previous winter. 

Fiq. 6. Ava~anche path in north branch of CUnton VaLLey 
tLLustrattng steep nature of the track and tarn at its 
base ( No . 4. ) 

bedrock slope to the level of the tarn, as illustrated 
in Figs 4-6. 

Thus avalanche tarns only occur where there is 
little fan debris, either because it has been removed 
by the main river, or because the avalanche path pro
duces 1 ittle detritus for fan building. The latter 
possibility could be due to different rock types with
in the avalanche path, except that the tarns occur 
within at least four distinct rock lithologies rang
ing from igneous to metamorphic. Alternatively, debris 
produced in the avalanche-starting zones could be 
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trapped in its snow-f i elds and not reach the valley 
floor. However an examination of starting zones in 
summer does not suppo r t this idea. 

Snow avalanches can possess great destructive 
power with studies on impact pressures indicating 
probable values of 10 to 600 kN/m2 (Mellor, 1978; 
Lang and Brown, 1980). Shimizu and others (1980) ~e
port 1 arger impact pressures of up to 1400 kN/m2 1 n 
the Kurobe Canyon of Japan, for high-speed avalanches 
(velocities of at least 60 m/s). From measurements 
with load cells, Schaerer and Salway (1980) consider 
that the initial peak pressure P on a unit surface 
perpendicular to the direction of avalanche flow may 
be expressed as: 

P cp y2 (1 ) 

where c is a coefficient dependent on the deformation 
of the snow (in turn a function of temperatures, free
water content, initial density , and the type and bond
ing of the snow grains), p the density of the avalanche 
snow, and v the avalanche speed. 

If v = 60 m/s, p = 150 kg/m3 , and c = 1.5 for large 
Fiordland avalanches, then P = 1080 kN/m2. Plunging 
avalanches strike the valley floors at angles of at 
least 38° (Table I, Fi g. 2) so that the impact pres
sures would be P sin 38° = 665 kN/m2 or larger. Smith 
(1947) describes a large avalanche near to tarn No . 10 
of Table I, in which 280 000 tonnes of snow fell 440 m, 
apparently in free fall, into the Hollyford Valley 
below. At a point 130 m from impact, it destroyed a 
reinforced concrete structure built to protect the 
portal of a tunnel. The force at the structure is cal
cul ated by Snith to exceed 167 kN/m2. Impact pressures 
at the base of some Fiordland avalanche paths where 
there is an abrupt change of slope and rapid decelera
tion, may well exceed these values, and thus appear 
to be sufficient to cause the impact pits occupied by 
aval anche tarns. 

Because the avalanche tracks in Fiordland are very 
steep, and the avalanches sometimes fall free, the 
validity of Equation (1) is uncertain. There appear 
to be few observations and 1 ittl e theory of the dynam
ics of plunging avalanches. As Schaerer (1962) points 
out, a jumping avalanche would also cause a vertical 
moving load and a friction load. In addition, the 
influence of high water pressures as the avalanche 
violently expels the contents of the tarn could be 
considered. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The avalanche tarns in the Fiordland region of 
New Zealand are large and are distributed about the 
most heavily glaciated part of the region. They occ·ur 
at the base of slopes steeper than 38° where there 
is an abrupt change of angle with the valley floor. 
Avalanche tarns are only found where deep glacial ero
sion in resistant rocks has created convex avalanche
path profiles which allow snow to plunge directly on
to the valley floor. The evidence of concentric mounds 
of debris, together with radial bands of minor tarns, 
indicates that they are the product of violent ava
lanche impact. A necessary condition for their forma
tion is that there is little or no fan debris to de
fl ect the impact of the aval anche. Impact pressures 
have yet to be measured for large plunging avalanches 
of the type that appear to have produced the tarns 

described here, but could indicate upper limits to 
the destructive power of falling snow. The dynamics 
of such events also needs further study. 
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